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ABSTRACT

The Type Ia supernova SN 2011fe is one of the closest supernovae of the past decades. Due to
its proximity and low dust extinction, this object provides a very rare opportunity to study the
extremely late time evolution (> 900 d) of thermonuclear supernovae. These late stages allow for
a direct measurement of the decay processes of nuclei synthesized in the core of the explosion. In
this paper, we present our photometric data of SN 2011fe taken at an unprecedentedly late epoch
of ≈ 930 d with GMOS-N mounted on the Gemini North telescope (g=23.37±0.25, r=24.03±0.09,
i=23.90 ± 0.15, and z=23.74 ± 0.16) to study the energy production and retention in the ejecta
of SN 2011fe. Together with previous measurements by other groups, our result suggests that
the optical supernova light curve can still be explained by the full thermalization of the decay
positrons of 56Co. This is in spite of several theoretical predictions that advocate a substantial
energy redistribution and/or loss via various processes which result in a more rapid dimming at
these very late epochs.

Subject headings: supernovae: individual(SN 2011fe) – nuclear reactions – techniques: photometric

1. Introduction

Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) constitute explo-
sive endpoints of stellar evolution, are major con-
tributors to galactic chemical evolution, and as
distance indicators are one of astronomy’s most
powerful cosmological tools. Despite their wide-
ranging applications, there are still many open
questions about the physical processes that lead
to, result in, and sustain the transient phenomena
that we know as SNe Ia.

While there is almost unanimous agreement
that these events are powered by the nuclear burn-
ing of massive (≥ 1M�) carbon/oxygen white
dwarfs (CO-WDs), there remain many open ques-
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tions about the scenarios leading to the creation
of these objects, the subsequent ignition, and en-
gines that power the light curves and spectra we
observe.

Despite the uncertainty about the specifics of
energy generation, the community agrees that the
luminosity of SNe Ia is powered by the decay of
radioactive nuclei produced in the explosion. The
initial energy comes in the form of decay positrons,
electrons, x-rays, and γ-rays, which is then repro-
cessed in the ejecta to UVOIR wavelengths. In
particular, the 56Ni → 56Co → 56Fe decay chain
is responsible for the majority of the energy depo-
sition that leads to the observed luminosity. 56Ni
(half-life ∼6 d) has nearly fully decayed 50 d after
the explosion and the light curve is then mostly
powered by the decay of 56Co (half-life ∼77 d). At
300 d the ejecta have become almost completely
transparent to γ-rays and only the charged decay
leptons, most notably the positrons produced in
β+ decay of 56Co, and low energy x-rays can de-
posit their energy, and thus determine the UVOIR
luminosity of the supernova. This suggests that
from this time (at least until the internal con-
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version and Auger electrons produced in the de-
cay of 57Co dominate the energy injection, see
e.g. Seitenzahl et al. 2009), the light curve should
show a decline following the half-life of 56Co. This
has been corroborated by the relatively few nor-
mal SNe Ia that have been observed at these late
times (e.g. Cappellaro et al. 1997; Sollerman et al.
2004; Lair et al. 2006; Stritzinger & Sollerman
2007; Leloudas et al. 2009). One should specifi-
cally mention SN 1992A, which, with observations
at 926 d past maximum, before this work held the
record for the latest measurement of any spectro-
scopically normal SN Ia (Cappellaro et al. 1997).

The relatively strict adherence of the supernova
light curves to the 56Co-decay at these very late
epochs is puzzling, as it requires the trapping of a
constant fraction of the energy produced in the de-
cay chain over a relatively long time. This seems
to be the case despite theoretical predictions of
various effects that might lead to a more rapid
dimming in the observed bands and departure of
the light curve decline from the 56Co decay rate.
Specifically, we will discuss three possible main
sources of deviation from the exponential decay
light curve. First, Chan & Lingenfelter (1993) sug-
gested that positrons may begin to escape from
the supernova (SN) without annihilating as early
as a few hundred days after explosion, resulting in
a departure from the exponential decline. While
some authors (e.g. Milne et al. 1999, 2001) argue
for moderate positron escape occurring in some
SNe Ia, recent publications that take essential
near-IR corrections into account require almost
complete trapping of positrons up to quite late
epochs to explain observations (e.g. Stritzinger
& Sollerman 2007; Leloudas et al. 2009). Ruiz-
Lapuente & Spruit (1998) suggest that a magnetic
field is responsible for this complete trapping and
propose using the light curve shape as an indica-
tor for magnetic field strength and configuration.
They argue that a complete trapping (resulting in
the bolometric light-curve following 56Co decay)
indicates a highly tangled magnetic field, which
they suggest can result from the accretion in a
Chandrasekhar mass scenario. For an edge-lit sub-
Chandrasekhar mass scenario, Ruiz-Lapuente &
Spruit (1998) suggest that the magnetic field con-
figuration enhances the escape of positrons and
thus predict that this would lead to a deviation
from 56Co decay.

A second scenario leading to a departure from
56Co decay, specifically in the UVOIR bands, is
the so-called infrared catastrophe (IRC; Axelrod
1980), which predicts that the optical and near-
IR light curves drop off much more rapidly af-
ter ∼500 d, even if all positrons remain trapped.
The IRC is predicted to occur when the tempera-
ture drops below what is required to excite optical
and near-IR atomic transitions (T.1500 K), and
cooling suddenly proceeds via fine structure lines
emitting in the far-IR. This effect is still predicted
by modern supernova radiative transfer codes (e.g.
Leloudas et al. 2009), but not seen in observational
data (e.g. Sollerman et al. 2004; Leloudas et al.
2009; McCully et al. 2014). The final scenario that
might lead to dimming in the UVOIR bands is the
formation of dust. However, Nozawa et al. (2011)
argue that normal SNe Ia are unlikely sites of dust
formations and thus predict no extinction of the
light-curve at very late times due to newly-formed
dust (this does not necessarily extend to unusual
SNe Ia; see Taubenberger et al. 2013).

SN 2011fe (Nugent et al. 2011; Li et al. 2011)
is one of the closest SNe Ia in the last century
(6.4 Mpc; Shappee & Stanek 2011) and is essen-
tially unattenuated by foreground dust. The last
SN Ia that could have been observed in similarly
exquisite detail as SN 2011fe (if today’s technol-
ogy had been available) was SN 1972E (Lee et al.
1972). This allows for unprecedented observations
of this object out to very late phases and presents
us a rare opportunity to test theoretical predic-
tions about the light curve and spectral evolution.

In this work we present photometric observa-
tions of SN 2011fe at the extremely late epoch of
≈ 930 d past maximum. In Section 2, we give a de-
scription of the observations and subsequent data
reduction. Section 3 is devoted to discussing the
observations when compared to theoretical predic-
tions. We present our conclusions and discuss pos-
sible future work in Section 4.

2. Observations & Analysis

We obtained optical photometry in the g, r,
i and z bands using GMOS (Gemini Multi Ob-
ject Spectrograph; Hook et al. 2004) mounted on
the Gemini North telescope located at Mauna Kea
(program GN-2014A-Q-24). The data were taken
on the nights of 2014 March 7, 27 and 28 (see
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Table 1) under photometric conditions. The data
were then pre-reduced with the geminiutil1 pack-
age following standard procedures. After care-
ful inspection of the world coordinate system, the
images were aligned and combined using SWarp
(Bertin et al. 2002). In a final step, we adjusted
the astrometric calibration to match Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS) observations (see Fig-
ure 1). We undertook the same operation on stan-
dard fields observed during the same nights (DLS
1359-11, PG1633+099) and then used these for
calibration purposes.

Subsequently, we performed our measurements
using PSF photometry with the snoopy package,
a compilation of iraf2 tasks optimized for SN
photometry, developed by F. Patat and E. Cap-
pellaro. snoopy constructs the PSF by selecting
several clean unblended stars and then performs
PSF photometry on the supernova itself. The in-
strumental SN magnitudes were finally calibrated
to the Sloan photometric system (Fukugita et al.
1996) using tabulated atmospheric extinction co-
efficients and the nightly zero points derived from
our standard-field observations. To get a better es-
timate of the uncertainty of the photometric mea-
surement, snoopy uses an artificial star experi-
ment.

For easier comparison with spectra, we have
converted the magnitude information from Table 1
into flux units and show the result as a spectral
energy distribution in Figure 2.

3. Discussion

We have acquired optical photometry in the pe-
riod between 909 and 930 days past maximum and
are comparing these data to earlier photometry by
Tsvetkov et al. (2013) in Figure 3. This compari-
son shows a decline that is broadly consistent with
56Co decay as seen by the scaled (bolometric) light
curve taken from the merger model of Röpke et al.
(2012).

This comparison is complicated by the fact that
the data from Tsvetkov et al. (2013) are in the

1http://github.com/geminiutil/geminiutil
2IRAF: the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility is dis-
tributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory,
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Re-
search in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement
with the National Science Foundation (NSF).
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Fig. 2.— The spectral energy distribution con-
structed from our Gemini photometry at days.
The g′-band photometry was taken 21 days earlier,
but has been scaled accordingly using the Röpke
et al. (2012) luminosity evolution.

Johnson-Cousins photometric system (see Bessell
et al. 1998) and our data are in filters that are
similar to SDSS (Fukugita et al. 1996). Calculat-
ing transformations from one system to the other
requires detailed spectral information, which was
not obtained with our program. The R-band in
the Johnson-Cousin System and the r′-band in
the SDSS system are the most similar, and we
have thus opted to use these for the compari-
son. Furthermore, both systems are using dif-
ferent zero points. Therefore, for Figure 3, we
have converted both of them to physical units
(erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1). Finally, we also compare the
light curve measurements to the bolometric light
curve of the violent merger model of two CO-WDs
(1.1 M� and 0.9 M�) of Pakmor et al. (2012),
which has been shown to provide a good match
to the early spectra and light curves of SN 2011fe
(Röpke et al. 2012). We note that at the epochs of
comparison, the differences to the other explosion
model in Röpke et al. (2012) that also provides
a good match to the data – the N100 delayed-
detonation model of a near Chandrasekhar-mass
WD of Seitenzahl et al. (2013) – are very small.

We suggest that the apparent inconsistency
of the photometry data points with the shown
56Co powered light curve (see Figure 3) can be
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Fig. 1.— Left side: A color composite image from observations taken by the ACS under program GO9490
(PI: K. Kuntz) before the explosion of SN 2011fe. The circle diameter is 1′′. Right side: GMOS g-band
image taken with our program (GN-2014A-Q-24) +909 d past maximum.

Table 1: Photometry of SN 2011fe

Date t− t(Bmax)a Filter mean airmass texposure magnitude
YYYY MM DD d s mag

2014 03 07 909.1 g 1.3 180× 5 23.37± 0.25
2014 03 27 929.1 r 1.4 180× 5 24.03± 0.09
2014 03 28 929.9 i 1.4 180× 5 23.90± 0.15
2014 03 28 929.9 z 1.3 180× 10 23.74± 0.16
a Assuming Bmax at MJD 55814.51 (Pereira et al. 2013)

mainly attributed to re-distribution of flux over
time. Specifically, the discrepancy between the
56Co decay and the data points between 400 d –
600 d, is caused by an increasing amount of flux
shifted out of the optical bands into the infrared
(see Stritzinger & Sollerman 2007). Thus, we ar-
gue, that the combined dataset of this work and
Tsvetkov et al. (2013) shows that the evolution of
SN 2011fe may still be consistent with fully ther-
malized positron kinetic energy from the decay of
56Co at the very late phases.

Furthermore, Figure 2 shows that the super-
nova currently has a high g′-band luminosity. One
explanation might come from Fe III lines that are
dominant in this wavelength range. This might
indicate a relatively high ionization state and thus
temperature.

Earlier epochs (around 600 d) show a similar
color as at 930 d (comparing B and V to R in the
Tsvetkov et al. (2013) and g′ to r′ in our data; see

Figure 3). This indicates that there has not been a
rapid color evolution and thus maybe not a signif-
icant change in ionization state and temperature.

SN 1992A is the only other supernova that has
been observed similarly late (Cappellaro et al.
1997). It shows a similar behaviour, suggesting
that the current evolution is a normal trend for
SNe Ia.

4. Conclusion & Future Work

With the observations of SN 2011fe shown in
this work, we have presented the latest photomet-
ric data for any SN Ia if one discounts the spec-
troscopically peculiar SN 1991T, which could be
observed even at 2570 days due to a strong light
echo produced by dust between the SN and the
observer (Sparks et al. 1999). Combining previ-
ous photometry from Tsvetkov et al. (2013) with
our work shows SN 2011fe to be consistent with
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Fig. 3.— Late-time light curve of SN 2011fe. We compare the photometric measurements of Tsvetkov et al.
(2013) to our photometric data relative to B-band maximum light (MJD 55814.51; Pereira et al. 2013). The
uncertainties on the Tsvetkov et al. (2013) dataset are not shown in the plot and are on average 0.1 mag
across all filters. As both systems are defined using different zero points, convert both to physical units
(erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1) before plotting. In addition, we added the CO-WD merger bolometric decay curve for
the SNe Ia from Röpke et al. (2012) with the given rise time of 20.8 d (to Bmax Pakmor et al. 2012) and
finally scaled to match the R-band photometry of Tsvetkov et al. (2013) at 627 d.
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full thermalization of all 56Co decay positrons un-
til at least ≈ 930 d past maximum. This rules out
various dimming effects that have been suggested
by theoretical predictions.

The current data indicate full trapping of
positrons, which, combined with the predictions
by Ruiz-Lapuente & Spruit (1998), favours the
accreting Chandrasekhar mass CO-WD over the
sub-Chandrasekhar mass edge-lit CO-WD. It also
emphasizes the importance of studying the mag-
netic field configurations in the various competing
scenarios (particularly the ones not mentioned in
Ruiz-Lapuente & Spruit 1998). Furthermore, the
observations are not compatible with the predicted
IRC that suggests cooling only via far-IR lines
resulting in a complete drop of UVOIR luminosi-
ties. This indicates that the ejecta are currently
still above a critical temperature of T > 1500 K.
Finally, we can rule out the formation of large
amounts of dust on the basis of both the current
brightness (Figure 3) and spectral energy distribu-
tion (Figure 2) of the supernova. This is consistent
with the predictions that normal SNe Ia do not
produce dust in significant amounts (e.g. Nozawa
et al. 2011).

The fact that SN 2011fe is still relatively bright
provides a unique opportunity to study the very
late phase behaviour of this SN in unprecedented
detail. We aim to continue this project by observ-
ing SN 2011fe at future epochs (∼1030 days past
maximum) in optical and near-IR bands, allowing
us to measure a quasi bolometric luminosity evolu-
tion to determine even more precisely the energy
deposition in the SN ejecta at such late phases,
which can then be more directly confronted with
theoretical predictions. Finally, we hope that our
results encourage the community to continue ob-
serving SN 2011fe with a variety of different tech-
niques.
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